Host CO_Stone says:
Continue USS Andromeda Mission "The Orion Underground" Part IV SD 10104.08
OPS_Rogers says:
@::Walking along with the group::
Host CO_Kalla says:
@::Walking along with Cpt. Ston.::
Host CO_Stone says:
@Captain: Your cover has been blown, we will need to quickly move to my hideout for shelter, planning and equipment
CTO_Senek says:
@::Walks along the others, keeping an eye on the surroundings::
CIV_Deimon says:
@::Makes his way along the dank street behind the rest of the crew, eyes shiftinf back and forth, watching for anyone who would attack, his hand still rest within his mended duffel bag laying on top of a type II phaser::
CMO_Mercz says:
::Runs to the bridge, sits in Command Chair then heads back to sickbay:;
FCO_Durron says:
@::Looks around the hover car for weapons::
Host CO_Kalla says:
@Stone: Yes it certainly seems so. Is there no way of moving to the tower swiftly?
CSO_Sketek says:
@::Walks slowly forwards::
TO_AlThor says:
::Walks around the bridge::
Host CO_Stone says:
@Captain: now that the syndicate is looking for you, you will need to take the direct commando approach, which will require jet boots
CTO_Senek says:
@::Listens Stone::
Host CO_Kalla says:
@Stone: I believe we agree on the swift approach then. Can you supply the necessary equipment?
CIV_Deimon says:
@::Hearing this commando approach, moves in on Stone and Kalla to hear a little better::
Host CO_Stone says:
@Captain: Yes, quick, follow me
FCO_Durron says:
@::Grabs one of the sniper rifles and leaves the rest::
Host CO_Kalla says:
@::Notices FCO is absent.:: <w>FCO: Get a move on, ensign.
CMO_Mercz says:
*TO* Get familiar with the FCO console, just in case.
TO_AlThor says:
*CMO* Doing that right now.
Host CO_Stone says:
Action: The away team continues down the streets of Orion, which are crowded with pirates, homeless, people walking their pets and such, as well as a few hover cars circling above.
FCO_Durron says:
@::Runs after the rest of the AT::<w>CO: On my way.
TO_AlThor says:
::Looks at the FCO console trying to figure it out::
OPS_Rogers says:
@::Looks around:: Self: And they call this a planet...
CTO_Senek says:
@::Takes his tricorder and starts to scan the area for active/loaded weapons::
Host CO_Kalla says:
@Stone: Will the commandos stand a better chance if use decoys?
CIV_Deimon says:
@::Pulls out a PADD which contains those maps and other data he loaded and checks to get some calculations on the distance to the goal.::
Host CO_Stone says:
@Captain: Once we reach the base we can begin to plan.....
Host CO_Kalla says:
@Stone: Understood.
FCO_Durron says:
@::Catches up with the AT::
Host CO_Stone says:
Action: A hover car spots the away team and swoops in..."Freeze"; Spotlights light up the away team.
Host CO_Kalla says:
@::Uses the time to run through... Stops on the spot.::
CTO_Senek says:
@::Scans the hover car to determine who is inside::
CMO_Mercz says:
::Check once over on his equipment to make sure it's all in order::
CIV_Deimon says:
@::Makes a run out of the light and pulls out a phaser::
OPS_Rogers says:
@All: This can't be good...
Host CO_Kalla says:
@CTO, OPS, FCO: See if you can take that car out.
OPS_Rogers says:
@CO: Aye, captain. ::Levels his phaser and starts firing::
CTO_Senek says:
@All: They are Gorn, heavily armed. Take cover!
CIV_Deimon says:
@::Stops just outside the light beam and looks back at the crew wondering what the game plan is::
FCO_Durron says:
@CO: Aye.
CSO_Sketek says:
@::Takes cover::
CTO_Senek says:
@::Jumps out of the light and takes his phaser::
FCO_Durron says:
@::Kneels and fires at the spotlight::
Host CO_Kalla says:
@All: Take cover.
CTO_Senek says:
@::Sets it to maximum setting and fires at the car::
Host CO_Kalla says:
@::Ducks behind some dustbins.:: Stone: Suggestions?
CMO_Mercz says:
COMM: CO: I'm detecting phaser fire. Are you all right?
CIV_Deimon says:
@::Fires his phaser at level 16 and quickly looks for a good place to hide during a phaser fight::
OPS_Rogers says:
@::Runs outside of the light with the others::
Host CO_Stone says:
Action: The CTO misses as the hover car opens fire on the away team with phasers and automatic lead weapons.
Host CO_Kalla says:
@CTO: Concentrate on the light.
OPS_Rogers says:
@::Tries to take cover, wondering why he didn't bring a shield system with him::
FCO_Durron says:
@::Rolls to the right behind a garbage can and fires again at the spotlight with the sniper rifle::
Host CO_Stone says:
Action: The CIV's phaser cartridge pops out...empty
OPS_Rogers says:
@::Fires up at the light so he won't be blinded by it::
Host CO_Kalla says:
@CSO: Do you see any way out of here?
CIV_Deimon says:
@Self: Oh great...
CTO_Senek says:
@::Runs behind a garbage bin and fires again::
Host CO_Kalla says:
@CIV: Help CSO look for a way out.
CSO_Sketek says:
@CO: I can scan for escape routes. Of course we may be able to beam out.
CMO_Mercz says:
COMM: CO: I'm detecting phaser fire. Are you all right?
Host CO_Kalla says:
@CSO: Check the surrounding area. We only beam out if necessary - it may not be safe.
FCO_Durron says:
@::Fires at the light again::
Host CO_Stone says:
Action: The hover car is struck by several blasts, which bounce off its shields.
CSO_Sketek says:
@::Scans the surrounding area for good places to hide or good routes for escape::
OPS_Rogers says:
@All: I don't think we have enough firepower.
CIV_Deimon says:
@::Throws down the type II phaser and looks over those maps for a convenient sewer pipe or other escape route, running over to the CSO::
Host CO_Kalla says:
@COMM: CMO: We are in a bit of a predicament at present. Prepare an emergency beam-out, if possible.
FCO_Durron says:
@::Curses and fires some more::
CMO_Mercz says:
::Re-routing OPS to sickbay::
CTO_Senek says:
@All: They are too strong for us!
CTO_Senek says:
@Stone: Where are your friends now?
CTO_Senek says:
@Stone: We could sure use some assistance here...
Host CO_Kalla says:
@All: Ceasefire and let's see if they come to look.
OPS_Rogers says:
@::Stops firing::
FCO_Durron says:
@CO: Aye. ::Stops firing::
Host CO_Kalla says:
@Stone: Do you know this area?
Host CO_Stone says:
Action: A man walking his dog across the street...picks up his dog....puts it on his shoulder, raises the left paw to his eye, lifts the head and.....*WHOOSH*   a surface to air photon tipped missile launches at the hover car.
CMO_Mercz says:
::Tries to lock onto the AT::
OPS_Rogers says:
@Self: What the...?
Host CO_Kalla says:
@::Raises an eyebrow at Stone.:: Stone: One of yours I assume?
CIV_Deimon says:
@Self: Oh... good dog...
Host CO_Stone says:
Action: The hover car explodes into a million pieces of molten metal.
FCO_Durron says:
@::Ducks::
OPS_Rogers says:
@::Covers his head to protect himself from random pieces of shrapnel::
Host CO_Stone says:
@Captain: A new Starfleet, undercover Dog Bazooka, kind of cool. ::Grins::
CTO_Senek says:
@::Takes cover behind the trash::
Host CO_Kalla says:
@Stone: It looked quite warm to me.
Host CO_Stone says:
Action: The man winks at the away team.... puts the dog down and walks down the street.
CIV_Deimon says:
@::Looks at Stone with a big grin:: Stone: Oh, we gotta get some of those.
OPS_Rogers says:
@Self: I guess it's best not to ask.
Host CO_Stone says:
@Captain: This way...down the alley, hurry
OPS_Rogers says:
@::Follows the captains::
CTO_Senek says:
@::Follows Stone::
Host CO_Kalla says:
@Stone: We will follow.
CIV_Deimon says:
@::Follows the AT, again on the move::
FCO_Durron says:
@::Checks his sniper rifle and follows the CO::
CSO_Sketek says:
@::Following::
CTO_Senek says:
@All: We'd better get out of here soon, that explosion won't go unnoticed.::
Host CO_Kalla says:
@CIV: Remember to reload that weapon.
Host CO_Stone says:
Action: The dark and unforgiving alley ends in a dead end.... however, Captain Stone passes through the wall.
OPS_Rogers says:
@All: I think we have a hologram here...
CIV_Deimon says:
@::Stops before the wall, and after a pause walks onward into it::
Host CO_Kalla says:
@OPS: It would seem so. ::Follows Stone.::
OPS_Rogers says:
@::Walks into the wall::
CTO_Senek says:
@::Walks through the wall::
Host CO_Kalla says:
@COMM: Ghost: We are safe at present.
FCO_Durron says:
@::Walks up to the wall::
CSO_Sketek says:
@::Scans the wall before walking through it::
CMO_Mercz says:
COMM: CO: Alright. ::Sighs a bit::
FCO_Durron says:
@::Turns around then turns back around, shrugs, and walks through the wall::
Host CO_Stone says:
Action: The away team enters the Hideout of Captain Stone...various Federation spies are at work here, several official crates with Starfleet emblems are here.
CTO_Senek says:
@::Starts to change his attitude about Stone's friends::
Host CO_Stone says:
@Captain: We will be safe here to discuss a plan.
CIV_Deimon says:
@::Goes through his bag of tricks, pulling out one phaser reload::
Host CO_Stone says:
@Captain: You can bring the crew from the Ghost here, I have special transporters which can reach the ships.
Host CO_Kalla says:
@All: Now is the time to recharge weapons, supplies, and people.
OPS_Rogers says:
@::Looks around for phaser cartridges and starts to load up::
OPS_Rogers says:
@Stone: Do you have any personal shield systems or anything like that?
FCO_Durron says:
@::Looks around and grins::
Host CO_Stone says:
Action: Both Birds of Prey sink into the ground and a secret door covers them.
Host CO_Kalla says:
@Stone: We can do that. I assume the cloak will protect the Ghost.
CTO_Senek says:
@::Reloads his phaser and takes two additional power cells with him::
CMO_Mercz says:
*TO* What just happened?
Host CO_Stone says:
@Captain: My people have just repaired a secret hanger which will hide them.
FCO_Durron says:
@::Puts down sniper rifle and starts to look around::
Host CO_Kalla says:
@COMM: CMO, TO. Prepare to beam to this hideout.
TO_AlThor says:
*CMO* I believe we have been lowered into the ground.
TO_AlThor says:
::Grabs a phaser and tricorder::
CSO_Sketek says:
@::Takes necessary supplies::
CTO_Senek says:
@::Takes a look at his make-up to see if he still looks like a Romulan::
CMO_Mercz says:
COMM: CO: Yes, Sir ::Grabs some medical supplies::
Host CO_Kalla says:
@COMM: TO: Secure all bride stations.
OPS_Rogers says:
@::Figures that stone won't answer his question so he asks one of the workers about the shield systems::
TO_AlThor says:
COMM: CO: Aye sir. ::Secures all the bridge stations::
Host CO_Kalla says:
@Stone: Your people can beam them over anytime.
FCO_Durron says:
@::Grabs a Phaser Rifle, a few reloads and a pair of jet boots::
Host CO_Stone says:
@OPS: No those are too expensive, we have jet boots, flight suits, grenades and covert equipment.
CMO_Mercz says:
COMM: CO: Securing Sickbay
OPS_Rogers says:
@Stone: Ok. Thanks.
Host CO_Stone says:
Action: The Crew of the Ghost materialize at the hideout.
CTO_Senek says:
@::Sees all the equipment and decides to change his type II phaser into a type III rifle::
OPS_Rogers says:
@CO: Captain, may I go get some things from the ghost?
CMO_Mercz says:
@CO _Kalla: Why have you brought us here?
CTO_Senek says:
@::Takes the necessary equipment: jet boots, grenades and a flight suit::
Host CO_Kalla says:
@OPS: I believe that is possible. ::Looks at Stone for confirmation.::
Host CO_Stone says:
@::Nods::
Host CO_Kalla says:
@CMO: I have assembled us all here for a strategy meeting. Our cover has been blown so we need to reassess the situation.
Host CO_Kalla says:
@OPS: Go ahead.
CIV_Deimon says:
@::Grabs the boots and some reloads, he also finds the explosives and takes a few, but foregoes getting a knife::
OPS_Rogers says:
@CO: Thanks. I'll be back ASAP.
OPS_Rogers says:
@::Transports over to the ghost::
FCO_Durron says:
@::Looks around some more and finds sees a few grenades, grabs them and sticks them in his pack::
CMO_Mercz says:
::Readies his pack::
OPS_Rogers says:
@::Looks around the weapons lockers for federation personal shield systems for each of the crew::
Host CO_Stone says:
::Brings the away team to the situation room:: Captain: I suggest you begin discussing plans.
CIV_Deimon says:
::Making his way back to the crew he checks his duffel bag to find the engineering supplies, med kit, PADD’s, tricorder, and the small low power holo-generator he packed are still intact::
Host CO_Kalla says:
Stone: So we shall.
TO_AlThor says:
::Grabs a rifle, jet boots and some grenades::
OPS_Rogers says:
@::Beams back to the hideout and goes to where the AT is::
Host CO_Kalla says:
OPS: Join us and have a seat.
OPS_Rogers says:
CO: Thanks, captain. ::Sits down::
Host CO_Kalla says:
All: The situation is this. Our cover has been exposed and our original plan is therefore not valid.
CMO_Mercz says:
::Checks to make sure he has the necessary medical equipment.::
CTO_Senek says:
::Sits with the others.::
FCO_Durron says:
::Walks over to the others and finds a seat.::
Host CO_Kalla says:
All: There is no way we can pose as buyers anymore. I believe Captain Stone is right. Our best bet is a swift commando action in-and-out.
Host CO_Kalla says:
All: However, I also believe that for the commandos to have a better chance we should make a "dummy" team. One that will pretend to act as buyers still.
OPS_Rogers says:
::Thinking::
TO_AlThor says:
::Leans against the wall listening.::
Host CO_Kalla says:
Stone: Comments?
Host CO_Stone says:
Captain: You should know that a "buyer" team will likely be recognized because the Syndicate has pictures of the whole team
CSO_Sketek says:
CO: If we could make a diversion, it would help the assault a great deal.
OPS_Rogers says:
Stone: Do they have pictures of the CMO and TO since we just brought them over?
Host CO_Kalla says:
Stone: That is the idea. CSO: Exactly.
Host CO_Stone says:
OPS: Unfortunately a Syndicate spy was captured by Intelligence a few hours ago, after interrogation, he admitted to compromising the whole mission and your service records to the Orion Syndicate.
OPS_Rogers says:
Stone: Ok. That's not good.
OPS_Rogers says:
::Drawing out plans in his head for an assault::
Host CO_Kalla says:
Stone: So, anyone going as decoys will do so at the utmost peril. Do you have the plans of the building for the commandos to see?
CIV_Deimon says:
::Leans back against the wall listening to the conversation, running different plans over in his head::
Host CO_Stone says:
Captain: Yes, behold
OPS_Rogers says:
Stone: Do we know which floor the chip is being held on?
Host CO_Stone says:
Action: A holographic image of the 700-foot Darkholme building appears.
Host CO_Stone says:
All: As you can see the two main access points are the roof, for hover cars, and the lobby, the windows are ringed with sharpshooters.  In addition there are air ducts within the building, which provide oxygen for the rooms.
Host CO_Stone says:
All: The shield and security generator are in the power room which is in the basement, taking out the power will blind the building
CIV_Deimon says:
Self: Then we'll need night vision goggles.
Host CO_Stone says:
::Folds arms::
CTO_Senek says:
Stone: And where is the auction to be held?
Host CO_Kalla says:
CTO: Comments
Host CO_Stone says:
CTO: The auction is in the main ballroom on the 50th floor.
Host CO_Kalla says:
Stone: It seems to me that it might be best to get the item before the auction.
OPS_Rogers says:
Stone: Are there any tunnels into the basement?
CIV_Deimon says:
::Raises hand::
Host CO_Stone says:
OPS: No just an elevator.
CTO_Senek says:
CO: I believe that the best place to strike would be the basement, but it is probably also the most heavily guarded.
Host CO_Kalla says:
CIV: Yes?
Host CO_Kalla says:
CTO: I agree.
Host CO_Kalla says:
Stone: Have you any contacts in the building?
CIV_Deimon says:
CO: I've got to disagree with Mr. Senek, if it's a 70 story building, then we won't have as far to travel if we infiltrate from the roof and make our way back up, that's only 20 floors instead of 50.
Host CO_Stone says:
CO: Unfortunately no, we will have to go in as hostiles.
FCO_Durron says:
Stone: Is the building shielded against transports?
Host CO_Stone says:
FCO: Only while the power generator in the basement is active.
OPS_Rogers says:
All: Has anyone thought about going in through a window?
CIV_Deimon says:
OPS: Actually Yes, and it's a good idea, except if there’s a sniper in every window, and assumable the windows are decently strong, we couldn't simply break through, we would end up performing some aeronautical insanity, planting explosives, and then going through the hole, raising attention before we even obtained the device.
CIV_Deimon says:
OPS: But, you never know, it might be the best idea here.
Host CO_Kalla says:
Stone: Is the object on the 50th floor already?
FCO_Durron says:
CO: What about a 2 pronged attack?
CTO_Senek says:
CIV: That is also correct. But remember that there will probably be stationary gun emplacements inside to guard the auction hall, and they'll be offline when we destroy the generators.
Host CO_Stone says:
CO: According to my sources, it is in a holding room behind the main ballroom on the 50th floor.
CIV_Deimon says:
::Looks over momentarily to place where the generators are again::
Host CO_Kalla says:
Stone: OK
FCO_Durron says:
CO: A team hits the generator in the basement and then a second team beams to the chip and grabs it?
CIV_Deimon says:
CTO: Well, ok, may I revise, I agree and disagree simultaneously now.
Host CO_Kalla says:
FCO: There is always a danger in splitting our forces.
CTO_Senek says:
FCO: That was in my mind… but the roof team must be small and be able to strike quickly and undetected.
CSO_Sketek says:
@CO: How about we destroy the generators and then beam the chip out?
OPS_Rogers says:
FCO: Don't you think that they might have transport inhibitors around the merchandise?
Host CO_Kalla says:
OPS: They are likely to be knocked out when power goes.
CMO_Mercz says:
FCO:  They might have a back up security system, if the generator goes down.
FCO_Durron says:
OPS: If they do we go in near it, run in grab it run out.
CIV_Deimon says:
CTO:I understand perhaps the smaller team the worse off we are, but what if we use all three plans, and have three teams, one that enters from the roof, one that obtains the objectives on ground levels to make things simpler, and one who enters directly on the 50th floor like Mr. Rogers suggested
Host CO_Kalla says:
CIV: Not three teams. Max two.
CTO_Senek says:
CIV: I'm afraid that it's impossible to enter directly to the 50th level.
Host CO_Kalla says:
::Stands up.::
CIV_Deimon says:
CTO: Perhaps not if you noticed my revisement to Mr. Rogers plan...
FCO_Durron says:
CMO: That is why we have the second team standing by with the transporters. They beam in and first team site to site to the second.
CIV_Deimon says:
CO/CTO: ::Looks at captains:: But it appears we've got to decide on two teams....
FCO_Durron says:
::Sees CO standing::
CTO_Senek says:
::Holds his argument and looks to the CO::
OPS_Rogers says:
::Looks over to see what's going on::
Host CO_Kalla says:
All: There ideas enough. However, it seems to me that we should each use our abilities here.
Host CO_Kalla says:
Stone: If we go in as one team. Can we beam around inside the building?
Host CO_Stone says:
Captain: No beaming will be possible until the main generator is destroyed in the basement, only Syndicate members can beam because they have the frequency.
Host CO_Kalla says:
Stone: Once that is destroyed we can?
CIV_Deimon says:
CO/Stone: So once it's down we can still beam up and get it...
Host CO_Stone says:
CO: Yes
CMO_Mercz says:
Stone: So, what's the actual plan?
Host CO_Stone says:
All: The Captain will provide you with a plan.
Host CO_Kalla says:
All: It seems that our primary target is that generator. We go in as one team and hit it. For that I will require CMO to prepare stun gases, CTO prepare weapons....
CMO_Mercz says:
CO: How would you like the stun gases to be administered?
Host CO_Kalla says:
OPS: Have gas masks for everyone, FCO: You will be responsible for beaming people to the 50th floor.
Host CO_Kalla says:
CSO: You will keep us apprised of what we are up against at any time.
OPS_Rogers says:
CO: Ok, got it.
CMO_Mercz says:
CO: Maybe like Grenades?
CSO_Sketek says:
CO: Understood.
Host CO_Kalla says:
CIV: Keep our backs clear.
Host CO_Kalla says:
CMO: As grenades.
Host CO_Kalla says:
TO: You will of course assist CTO.
CIV_Deimon says:
Self: Heh, commando duty...
CMO_Mercz says:
Stone: Do you have a supply of chemicals?
TO_AlThor says:
CO: Understood, captain
Host CO_Stone says:
CMO: I will you access to my lab; you will find what you need there.
CMO_Mercz says:
Stone: Alright.
CMO_Mercz says:
Stone: and Thanks
Host CO_Stone says:
::Smiles::
OPS_Rogers says:
CO: Dismissed, captain?
Host CO_Kalla says:
All: Dismissed. We meet here again in an hour to check on progress.
FCO_Durron says:
::Begins to look closely at the map for a transporter system::
TO_AlThor says:
::Moves over to help the CTO::
CMO_Mercz says:
Stone: Where's your lab?
OPS_Rogers says:
::Goes out into the supply room and starts looking for the masks::
CIV_Deimon says:
::Pulls out PADD to look over their plans and goes to get a uniform that can hold things more organized than his duffle bag and begins to stock it with his various supplies he grabbed::
CTO_Senek says:
::Heads for the armory to get the required weapons::
Host CO_Stone says:
Pause Mission

